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[Abstract] Modest changes in spacecraft charging conditions can lead to abrupt changes
in the spacecraft equilibrium, from small positive potentials to large negative potentials
relative to the space plasma; this phenomenon is referred to as threshold charging. It is well
known that temporal changes of the space plasma environment (electron plasma
temperature or density) can cause threshold charging. Threshold charging can also result
from by temporal changes in the juxtaposition of the spacecraft to the environment,
including spacecraft orbit, orientation, and geometry. This study focuses on the effects of
possible changes in electron emission properties of representative spacecraft materials. It is
found that for electron-induced emission, the possible threshold scenarios are very rich,
since this type of electron emission can cause either positive or negative charging.
Alternately, modification of photon- or ion-induced electron emission is found to induce
threshold charging only in certain favorable cases. Changes of emission properties discussed
include modifications due to: contamination, degradation and roughening of surfaces and
layered materials; biasing and charge accumulation; bandstructure occupation and density
of states caused by heat, optical or particle radiation; optical reflectivity and absorptivity;
and inaccuracies and errors in measurements and parameterization of materials properties.
An established method is used here to quantitatively gauge the relative extent to which these
various changes in electron emission alter a spacecraft’s charging behavior and possibly lead
to threshold charging. The absolute charging behavior of a hypothetical flat, twodimensional satellite panel of a single material (either polycrystalline conductor Au or the
polymeric polyimide Kapton™ H) is modeled as it undergoes modification and concomitant
changes in spacecraft charging in three representative geosynchronous orbit environments,
from full sunlight to full shade (eclipse) are considered.

Nomenclature
A
= emission surface area
An
= optical absorptivity at normal incidence
b1, b2
= stopping power power-law magnitudes for NASCAP secondary electron yield fit
Ee, EIon, EPh = incident electron, ion and photon energies
E1, E2
= first and second crossover energies
Eσmax, Eδmax = energy at maximum total and secondary electron yields
Jnet, Jincident, Jemitted = net, incident and emitted current density
kB
= Boltzmann’s constant
me
= mass of the electron
Ne, NIon, NPh = incident electron, ion and photon fluxes, in particles per unit area and time
Neme,NemIon,NemPh = electron-, ion-, and photon-induced emitted electron fluxes, in particles per unit area and time
Ńe, ŃIon, ŃPh = incident electron, ion and photon differential fluxes, in particles per unit area, time and energy
n1, n2
= stopping power power-law exponents for NASCAP secondary electron yield fit
ne, nIon
= electron and ion equilibrium plasma particle density, in number of particles per unit volume
qe, qIon, qPh = magnitudes of electron, ion and photon charge per particle
= net accumulated charge
Qnet
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Rn
Te, TIon
TCr
Tn
Zeff
δ
δmax
δ +η
Δt
η
φ
σTot
σe, σIon, σPh
σ Ion , σ Ph

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

optical reflectivity at normal incidence
effective electron or ion temperature of Maxwellian plasma distribution
critical effective electron temperature at neutral yield
optical transmission at normal incidence
effective atomic number for NASCAP backscattered electron yield fit
secondary electron yield
maximum secondary electron yield
flux-weighted average electron-induced electron yield

=
=
=
=
=
=

time interval
backscattered electron yield
incidence angle relative to surface normal
total electron yield
total electron-induced, ion-induced and photon-induced electron yields
flux-weighted average ion- and photon-induced electron yields

σ Ion e , σ Ph e = scaled, flux-weighted average ion- and photon-induced electron yields
= maximum total electron yield
σmax

I

I. Introduction

NTERACTIONS of spacecrafts with the space environment can result in charge accumulation, a process referred
to as spacecraft charging. Spacecraft can accumulate either positive or negative charge relative to the ambient
plasma environment, depending on the specific circumstances. However, most common conditions limit positive
charging to ~101 eV, while negative charging can often attain much higher potentials up to 103 to 104 eV.
Ultimately, this asymmetry in equilibrium charge is a consequence of the higher mobility of the negative charge
carriers (electrons), both within spacecraft materials and in the space plasma.
Charging is known to produce many of the spacecraft system anomalies, electron upsets, damage to components,
power system debilities, and even complete satellite failures attributed to interactions with the natural space
environment.1-3 Perhaps the most dangerous charging scenario is termed threshold charging, in which there is a
rapid change between low-level positive charging and high-level negative charging that results from modest changes
in the spacecraft charging conditions. To model such charging, the codes require information about: (i) the chargeinducing environment, including electron, ion, and photon fluxes over the full range of the energy spectrum; (ii) the
juxtaposition of the spacecraft to the environment, including orbit, spacecraft orientation, and geometry; and (iii) the
electronic properties of spacecraft materials and material response to the incident fluxes, including charged particle
emission and resistivity.3-7
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the possible changes that can trigger threshold charging and to
determine in a quantitative way the relative extent to which these changes might alter a spacecraft’s charging
behavior under general circumstances. We focus in particular on the effects of changes in electron emission from
representative spacecraft materials. These changes are discussed in terms of a general framework for threshold
charging, based on simple consideration of charge conservation at spacecraft equilibrium. The measured electron
emission properties of two materials used in this study to illustrate various threshold charging effects are shown in
Figs. 1, 2 and 3. These materials are high purity polycrystalline Au and thin film polymeric polyimide KaptonTM H.

II. Causes of Threshold Charging
The general behavior of threshold charging can be readily understood for simple scenarios in terms of charge
conservation or a current balance equation. We limit our considerations here to surfaces of a single, homogenous
material and to uniform, time-independent incident fluxes. We require knowledge of the energy distribution of the
incident particles in the plasma environment (see Fig. 4), the electron yields as functions of incident energy (see
Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)), the energy distribution of emitted electrons (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3), and the effects of biasing or
charging on electron emission.19-21
The net accumulated charge is the difference between the time integral of the incident and emitted currents; that
is, Qnet accumulated on a surface area, A, in a short time interval, Δt, is given in terms of the net incident electron,
ion and photon particle fluxes (Ne, NIon and NPh, respectively, in number of incident particles per unit area and time)
and the fluxes of emitted electrons due to them (superscripted Nem values; see Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)) as
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J net = J Incident − J Emitted

[

em
em
Qnet A ⋅ Δt = [− qe N e + qIon N Ion + qPh N Ph ] − (− qe ) ⋅ N eem + N Ion
+ N Ph

]

(1)

Here qe, qIon (assumed hereafter equal to qe for singly ionized atoms), and qPh≡0 are the magnitude of the charge on
electrons, ions and photons, respectively. We assume that no appreciable numbers of ions or photons are emitted
from the material, except where specifically noted. We also assume no charge redistribution within the material.
Note that it is only the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (1), from absorption of incident electrons, that can
contribute negative charge to the charge balance, since photons contribute no charge and incident ions and all
emitted electrons contribute positive charge.
As the material comes to equilibrium with the plasma environment at charge Qnet, incident current equals emitted
current and the left-hand side of Eq. (1) asymptotically approaches zero. For this to occur, the initial (uncharged)
electron yields are modified as charge accumulates. Positively biased surfaces recaptures sufficient low energy
emitted electrons to establish an
equilibrium between incident
and emitted charge currents.
Because the energy distributions
of emitted electrons are peaked
at ~2-5 eV (Figures 2(c) and 3(b)
show representative secondary
electron emission spectra; the
emission spectra from other
incident particles are quite
similar irrespective of the
incident energy source.), in most
cases a positive equilibrium
potential of <10 eV is sufficient
to attain equilibrium.19 In
sunlight, photoelectron emission
is usually dominant, causing an
(a)
accumulation of positive charge
on the surface. In eclipse, there
is no photoelectron emission;
however, for most clean metal
surfaces there is still sufficient
net electron- and ion-induced
electron emission to maintain a
positive bias.22
If, on the other hand, there
are more electron impinging on
the surface than leaving (that is,
if the first term of Eq. (1)
dominates), this leads to a net
negative charging. Low energy
electrons
are
no
longer
recaptured by the surface, but
rather are repelled by the
(b)
negatively biased surface. Since
electron-induced electron yield
negative
bias
does
not Figure 1. Total, secondary and backscattered
8
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Figure 2. Electron emission data for polycrystalline Au. (a) Secondary electron yield as a function of incident
energy. Note the logarithmic energy scale. Fits to the data are based on the Feldman, Young, variable n, NASCAP 5
parameter and Sternglass models, respectively. Fitting functions are described in.7-11 Fitting parameters are listed in
Table I. (b) Electron emission spectra as a function of emission energy. Curves peaked from left to right are for
samples biased to 0 V, - 100 V, -200 V, -300 V and -400 V, respectively.12 (c) Ion-induced electron yield curves as a
function of incident ion energy.8 Note the logarithmic energy scale. Data at higher energies are taken from Refs. 13
and 14. Fits are shown for a two parameter fit used in NASCAP10 and a six parameter extended fit.8,11 Fitting
parameters are listed in Table I. (d) Photon-induced electron yield curves as a function of incident photon energy.8
The onset of photoemission is evident at a work function of ~4.7 eV. Data at energies above are from Refs. 15 and 16.
Note the logarithmic yield scale.
since ions are attracted to the negative bias surface. However, ions usually have a much smaller contribution to the
total yield than that from electrons or photons.) It is only when the bias potential reaches sufficiently high values to
significantly inhibit the number of primary electrons from the plasma reaching the surface that this rapid
accumulation of negative charge is slowed.19
In terms of the secondary electron, backscattered electron, ion and photon yields (δ, η, σIon, σPh, respectively), at
charge equilibrium Eq. (1) implies
0

>
<

[δ + η − 1] ⋅ N e + (1 + σ Ion ) ⋅ N Ion + σ Ph ⋅ N Ph

(2)

The secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) yields, δ and η, are the ratio of low (<50 eV) and high
energy electrons emitted per incident primary electron (PE), respectively. This assumes a uniform flux, independent
of incident energy. More correctly, to reflect conservation of charge at equilibrium potential, Eq. (2) should integrate
the products of energy dependant yields (see Fig. 1) and incident differential fluxes (see Fig. 4) over all appropriate
incident energies:
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3. Effects of accumulated charge on the electron emission of polyimide KaptonTM H. (a) Total and
backscattered electron yields as a function of incident energy. Solid and dashed curves are taken at fluences per
pulse of ~0.4 pC/pulse (~80 pC/mm2) and~3 pC/pulse (~600 pC/mm2), respectively. (b) Electron emission spectra
as a function of emission energy. Curves from top to bottom were taken at incident energies of -100 eV, -90 eV, -80
eV, -70 eV, -60 eV and -50 eV, respectively.12 Curves from top to bottom exhibit peaks at 5.0 eV, 10.0 eV, 11.5 eV,
12.5 eV and 12 eV corresponding to negative sample potentials of -3.0 eV, -8.0 eV, -9.5 eV, -10.5 eV and -10.0 eV,
respectively. The stationary peaks at ~2 eV are due to SE emission of the detector retarding grid.17 (c) Electron
total yield decay curves as a function of incident charge density.18 Curves from top to bottom show yields at
incident energies of 250 eV, 100 eV, 300 eV, 400 eV and 500 eV with asymptotic limits to the yield at large charge
fluence of 1.2, 1.0 1.0, 1.2 and 1.1, respectively. Curves have been offset vertically by values of +1.0, +0.5 0.0, -0.2
and -0.5, from top to bottom respectively, to separate the data for clarity. (d) Composite total electron yield curves
estimated from data from the total yield decay curves in (c). Curves, from top to bottom at δmax, are for total yields
from the decay curves at charge fluence densities of ~4pfC/mm2, ~1 pC/ mm2, ~0.4 pC/ mm2, and ~3 fC/ mm2,
respectively.
•

∫N

e

( Ee ) ⋅ dEe

>
<

•

∫ [δ ( E ) + η ( E )] ⋅ N
e

e

e

•
⎧
( Ee ) ⋅ dEe + ⎨∫ [1 + σ Ion ( Ei )] ⋅ N Ion ( Ei ) ⋅ dEi
⎩

•
⎫
+ ∫ σ Ph ( EPh ) ⋅ N Ph (EPh ) ⋅ dEPh ⎬ (3)
⎭

Dividing through by the total incident electron flux, Ne≡∫Ńe(Ee)·dEe , Eq. (3) may be expressed in a more compact
notation as
1

>
δ +η +
<

{(N

Ion

)

(

)

t
N e ⋅ 1 + σ Ion + N Ph
N e ⋅ σ Ph

}≡ δ + η + { 1 + σ

Ion e

+ σ Ph

e

}

(4)

The terms in Eqs. (3) and (4) are arranged such that those on the left-hand side contribute negative charge to the
balance and those on the right contribute positive charge. In Eq. (4), the average electron-induced yield integrated
over the full range of incident electron energies and weighted by the incident electron flux distribution, Ńe(Ee), is
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Figure 4. Energy dependant incident differential flux densities, Ń(E), (blue solid lines) and the product of
yield times differential flux densities, σ(E)·Ń(E), (blue dashed lines) as functions of incident energy. Yields
used are for polycrystalline Au, as shown in Figs. (1) and (2). Note the logarithmic energy scales. Fluxes are
shown for electrons (Figs. (a), (c) and (e)) and ions (Figs. (b), (d) and (f)) for three representative
geosynchronous environments listed in NASCAP:10 (i) Figs. (a) and (b) for a “standard day” of 4 September 1997
(bi-Maxwellian electron distribution with n1=3.00≅105 m-3, Τ1=4000 eV, n2=2.00≅105 m-3, and Τ2=7000 eV and
Maxwellian ion distribution with n1=3.00≅105 m-3 and Τ1=4000 eV); (ii) Figs. (c) and (d) for a typical “worst
case” environment23 (Maxwellian electron distribution with n1=1.12≅106 m-3 and Τ1=12000 eV and Maxwellian
ion distribution with n1=1.12≅106 m-3 and Τ1=12000 eV); and (iii) Figs. (e) and (f) for an extreme environment
encountered by the Advanced Technology Satellite-6 (bi-Maxwellian electron distribution with n1=1.22≅106 m-3,
Τ1=16000 eV, n2=2.36≅105 m-3, and Τ2=29500 eV and Maxwellian ion distribution with n1=1.22≅106 m-3 and
Τ1=16000 eV). The two curves for the electron fluxes in Figs. (a), (c) and (e) cross at the cross over energies, E1
(79 eV, 125 eV and 150 eV, respectively) and E2 (7079 eV, 7075 eV and 7500 eV, respectively), where the total
electron yields are unity. (g) The standard solar (A0) photon differential flux density (or irradiance)24 and the
product of the irradiance times photoyield are the same for all three environments.
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•

•

δ + η ≡ ∫ [δ ( E e ) + η ( E e )]⋅ N e ( Ee ) ⋅ dE e
1 + σ Ion

σ Ph

e

e

(

(

)

∫N

(

e

( E e ) ⋅ dEe

)

•

≡ N Ion N e ⋅ 1 + σ Ion ≡ N Ion N e ⋅ ∫ [1 + σ Ion ( E Ion )] ⋅ N Ion ( E Ion ) ⋅ dE Ion

)

(

)

•

≡ N Ph N e ⋅ 1 + σ Ph ≡ N Ph N e ⋅ ∫ [1 + σ Ph ( E Ph )]⋅ N Ph ( E Ph ) ⋅ dE Ph

•

∫N

Ph

•

∫N

Ion

( E Ion ) ⋅ dE Ion

(5)

( E Ph ) ⋅ dE Ph

Similar definitions hold for NIon≡∫ŃIon(EIon)·dEIon and NPh≡∫ŃPh(EPh)·dEPh , as well as the average ion-induced and
photon-induced yields weighted by their respective incident flux distributions. The formulation of Eqs. (3) to (5) is
similar to that developed by Lai and Della-Rose, where their averages are weighted by particle energy.24
Consider the common limiting case in which the terms of Eqs. (3) and (4) in curly brackets are negligible, for
example when NPh→0 in eclipse and NIon«Ne. Then the magnitude of the overall spacecraft charge is determined
(assuming an energy independent flux, Ne) by the area under the σe yield curve and above 1 found between the
crossover energies as compared to the area between 1 and σe found below E1 and above E2 (see shaded areas in Fig.
(2)). The crossover energies, E1 and E2, are energies at which the total electron yield, σe≡δ+η, transitions from less
than to greater than unity. When the ion- and photo-yields are non-negligible. Lai noted that the horizontal line,
σe≡δ+η=1, shifts downward as NPh increases.25 Similar shifts are possible due to increases in NIon, although these are
usually much less pronounced, since the ion contribution is typically much less than the electron or photon
contributions. When the horizontal line is shifted below zero, ion and photon contributions dominate and only
positive charging can occur for any magnitude incident electron flux.
In the more general case with energy dependant differential fluxes, the crossover energies, E1 and E2, are
energies at which the curves in Figs. 4(a) to 4(c) cross (e.g., when the weighted total electron yield,
[δ(Ee)+η(Ee)]·Ńe(Ee), and the flux distribution, Ńe(Ee), are equal). Then, the shaded areas between the curves in Figs.
4(a) to 4(c) determine the sign and magnitude of the net charge. This is evident in the curves; as the electron flux
distribution becomes more extreme, the area between the curves contributing to negative charging becomes larger.
Even modest changes in any one of the constituent functions in Eq. (3) can act to tip the balance from low-level
positive charging to high-level negative charging. Positive [negative] charging occurs when the left-hand side is
greater than [less than] the right-hand side; Eq. (3) is an equality at current equilibrium with an accumulated charge
density of Qnet/A. If we express the constituent functions in Eq. (3) in terms of environmental and materials
parameters, Eq. (3) can then be solved to determine the critical value of each parameter that satisfies the equality at
equilibrium for threshold charging at zero potential (or net current). We now consider various scenarios that can
affect these functions and trigger threshold charging.
A. Changes of the Space Plasma Environment
It is well known that temporal changes of the space plasma environment, as characterized in Eq. (3) by the flux
distribution, Ńe(Ee), can cause abrupt changes in the spacecraft equilibrium potential.26-30 Two such mechanisms can
result from convection of stable plasmas populations past the spacecraft, motion of the spacecraft with respect to
magnetospheric convection boundaries, or injection of hot plasmas by substorms. First, we consider change in the
shape of the energy distribution, Ńe(Ee),which increases the relative fraction of higher energy electrons above the
crossover energy. Although any parametric model of the environment can lead to critical parameters at threshold, we
limit our discussion here to a common parametric form of Ńe(Ee) , the Maxwellian distribution
•

1/ 2

⎞
N e ( E e ; ne , Te ) = ne ⋅ ⎛⎜ 8
⎟
⎝ π me k B Te ⎠

−⎛
⎛ Ee
⎞ ⎜
⎜ k T ⎟e ⎝
B e⎠
⎝

Ee

⎞
k B Te ⎟⎠

(6)

where ne is the electron plasma density. An increase in the electron plasma temperature, Te, modifies the shape of
the Ńe(Ee;Te) distribution and can shift the Maxwellian distribution of the incident primary electrons to higher
energies and diminish the number of incident low energy electrons between the crossover energies (see for example,
the three distributions in Fig. 3). Increasing Te from a few thousand eV upward acts to decrease the flux-weighted
integrals involving both δ and η in Eq. (3), leading to a threshold charging effect.29,31 Indeed, Lai has identified a
critical temperature for the electron flux at the onset of threshold charging as the root, Te→TCr, of Eqs. (3) or (4)
with Ńe(Ee;Te) expressed explicitly as a single or double Maxwellian with effective electron temperature(s) Te=T1
(and T2).26,27 This has been confirmed by the detailed investigation of Olsen.30
Secondly, increases in the overall relative magnitude of the electron plasma density, Ne/NIon (or equivalently,
ne/nIon)or Ne/NPh, in Eq. (4) can cause a transition from positive to negative charging under certain favorable
conditions, as was also observed by Olsen.30 Because both photoemission and ion-induced electron emission always
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produce positive charging, increasing ne can trigger threshold charging only if the initial total electron-induced yield
by itself produces negative charging (i.e., δ + η <1). By contrast, if δ + η >1, no scaling of Ńe(Ee) can lead to
negative charging.11 In this case, increases in the electron plasma density typically lead to only minimal increases in
positive surface bias, as a result of the self-regulating nature of positive biasing.19
Similar effects can occur if the magnitude or the shape of ŃIon(EIon) or ŃPh(EPh) are changed relative to Ńe(Ee).
Changes in ŃIon(EIon) can result from changes in the plasma environment similar to those for Ńe(Ee), such as
substorms, coronal mass ejections, and plasma boundaries. Significant changes in the relative magnitudes of the
electron and ion fluxes can also results from the differences in transit times of particles from the solar activity.32
Modest changes in the solar irradiance, ŃPh(EPh) can result from solar flares, solar storms, and solar cycles.32 Optical
absorption of the atmosphere, which varies with altitude, density, composition and temperatures, can have dramatic
effects on both magnitude and shape of ŃPh(EPh).32 Modifications to ŃPh(EPh) can also result from energy dependant
filtering of reflected or transmitted sunlight from other surface adjacent to or above the absorbing surface, such as
from solar concentrators, lenses and optics elements, coverglasses, anti-reflection coatings, or contamination films.
B. Changes of the Environment/Spacecraft Interface
The sign of the equilibrium potential can also be modified by temporal changes in the juxtaposition of the
spacecraft to the environment, including spacecraft orbit, orientation, and geometry. For example, the distribution
or magnitude of incident fluxes, Ń(E), can vary due to changes in spacecraft position as the spacecraft moves in or
out of radiation belts or magnetospheres, or is eclipsed behind astronomical bodies. Alternately, the position of
inhomogeneous flux distributions can change with time, for example in solar flares or magnetotail aberration.33 In
general, this class of changes is complex and very specific to the particular mission; these effects are best
investigated with detailed modeling codes such as NASCAP7,9,10 and SPENVIS.34
Electron yields can also be modified due to changes in the orientation of the spacecraft relative to incident
radiation fluxes with a preferred direction, such as solar electromagnetic radiation, high energy proton or electron
fluxes from the solar wind, or charged particles trapped in magnetic fields. The products in the integrals of Eq. (3)
are then dot products between preferred flux direction and the surface normal. Material surfaces directly facing the
sun have full emission; surfaces facing away from the preferred direction, which are shaded in eclipse, have their
incident fluxes “turned off”. Between these extremes, the fluxes, Ń(E), incident on a smooth flat surface decrease
with the exposed cross sectional area as cos(φ), where φ is the angle of incidence of the flux from the surface
normal. However, non-normal incidence electron yields of both photoemission at constant reflectivity25,35 and
secondary electron emission36 increase approximately as 1/cos(φ). To first order, this results from the fact that the
higher energy incident electrons and photons have significantly longer mean free paths than the low energy
secondary electrons, which results in most emitted SE being produced near the surface (typically within 5-10 nm) in
a small fraction of the penetration region (typically 102 to 104 nm deep). At more grazing angles the incident
particles spend a larger fraction of their trajectory near the surface, where the isotropic SE produced can
subsequently escape. This argument breaks down at large φ, where the penetration depth of the incident photons and
electrons is comparable to or less than the mean free path of the SE and emission plateaus. This argument also fails
for all but very high energy ions, since ion mean free paths are much less than the mean free paths of electrons of
comparable energies. High energy BSE are also exceptions to this 1/cos(φ) enhancement, since incident and emitted
electrons have comparable mean free paths; in general, quasieleastic BSE emission and inelastic BSE emission are
comprised to varying degrees by one component following a nearly 1/cos(φ) dependence and another that is more
tightly focused about the specularly reflected emission beam (in analogy to optical diffuse and specular reflection).36
(Note that the dependence of photon absorptivity on incidence angle can also affect charging;25 these effects are
discussed below in relation to Eq. (7).)
Satellite geometries unique to specific missions and spacecraft can also have effects. For example, shadowing of
one part of the spacecraft by another part can mimic eclipse. Differential charging of one part of the satellite relative
to adjacent parts can act to modify the redistribution of emitted low energy charged particles traversing the plasma
environment and their subsequent (re)capture by surfaces. Differential charging between surfaces can lead to the
formation of potential wells that trap low energy emitted electrons and potential barriers that block reabsorption of
the low energy emitted electrons [Ref. 25 and references therein]. Lai et al25,37,38 and others39-41 have investigated in
detail a simple monopole-dipole form of differential charging and shown that in such cases the critical temperature
for threshold charging is approximately the same as in eclipse. Lai et al has extended this to a monopole-quadrupole
model to include the effects of a satellite spinning faster than the equilibration time of the satellite potential and
reached a similar conclusion about TCr.25,35
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Table 1. Electron Emission Fitting Parameters and Equilibrium Potentials in an “Extreme” Environment*
Material

Au (5 param)
Au (variable n)
Au (Young)
Au (Feldmann)
Au (Sternglass)
PI (Kapton H)
PI (~4pC/mm2)
PI (~1pC/mm2)
PI (~0.4pC/mm2)
PI (~3fC/mm2)

δmax
(el/el)
1.49
1.47
1.44
1.61
1.52
2.22
2.19
1.74
1.34
1.08

Emax
(eV)
600
569
525
686
700
350
250
250
300
250

Graphite (HOPG)

1.21

g-C (1050 °C)

SE Emission
n1
n2
1.85

b1/b2

BSE
Zeff

Ion Emission
σHmax
EHmax
(el/ion) (keV)
0.336
1238
0.336
1238
0.336
1238
0.336
1238
0.336
1238
0.37
1238
0.37
1238
0.37
1238
0.37
1238
0.37
1238

Photoyield
σsolar
(μA-m-2)
36.4
36.4
36.4
36.4
36.4
36.4
36.4
36.4
36.4
36.4

Eq Pot.

Figure./
Ref.

(eV)
+0.34
+1.1
+1.3
-25800
NA
NA
-8734
-9308
-9432
+1

2(a), [8]
2(a), [8]
2(a), [8]
2(a), [8]
2(a), [8]
1(a),[8]
3(d)
3(d)
3(d)
3(d)

NA
NA
2.1
2.3
2.6
2.4
1.3

0.65
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.71
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

3.6
NA
NA
NA
NA
1.8
2.3
6.0
2.5
2.5

50.9
50.9
50.9
50.9
50.9
10.4
10.4
10.4
10.4
10.4

240

1.29

NA

NA

6.0

0.50

261

1.78

-6287

[8]

1.22

300

2.0

0.8

1.8

4.3

0.36

500

7.9

-30100

[58]

g-C (850 °C)

1.41

200

1.8

0.8

1.8

5.5

0.37

450

7.9

NA

[58]

g-C (650 °C)

1.24

200

2.0

0.8

18

5.3

0.38

424

7.9

-29300

[58]

g-C (350 °C)

1.34

250

1.8

0.8

1.8

5.8

0.29

817

7.9

-27200

[58]

g-C (unannealed)

1.74

240

1.61

NA

NA

13.8

0.57

30

7.9

-29300

[58]

* Evaluated for an “Extreme” ATS-6 environment as defined in Fig. 4.

Similarly, differential charging can be modified by the internal redistribution of accumulated charge as
controlled by the resistivity of the spacecraft materials.42 Dennison et al found in their study of differential charging
of contaminated surfaces that there was a critical resistivity necessary to trigger differential threshold charging of
more complex geometries involving multiple conducting and insulating surfaces.43 Lai also discussed the effects of
resistivity on threshold charging.25 Resistivity itself can evolve with time, for example due to contamination and
oxidation, accumulation of charge, changes in incident radiation dose rates, or radiation damage of materials.
C. Changes in Electron Emission of Spacecraft Materials
Finally, the primary focus of this paper is how changes in the spacecraft materials electron emission properties
can also lead to a threshold effect for spacecraft charging.11,43 These effects enter into Eq. (3) through the electron
yields δ, η, σIon, and σPh. For changes in both δ and η yield curves, the possible threshold scenarios are much richer,
since electron-induced emission can cause both positive and negative charging.
Most obviously, a δ or η yield curve shape and magnitude can be modified if the spacecraft surface is changed
from one material to another. This drastic approach is often used to mitigate spacecraft charging issues. Extensive
databases of electron emission curves have been compiled,8,44 although most materials (especially insulators) remain
poorly characterized or unstudied and very little information exists as to how materials behave at non-ambient
conditions. Because electron emission is a surface phenomenon, ongoing surface modification can be viewed as a
gradual change from one material to another. Similarly, layered materials with thicknesses less than the mean free
path of the incident particles can exhibit electron yield curves that are combinations of the yield curves of the
constituent materials.8
Inaccuracies and systematic errors in measurements of the yield curves can lead to errors in the determination of
equilibrium charging. Absolute yield is difficult to measure, particularly for insulators.18,20,21 Error in absolute yield
calibration magnifies the yield curve in the vertical direction; it is equivalent to an error in δmax. Error in the incident
particle energy due to miscalibration of the instrumentation or offset potentials in the source, sample or detector act
to shift the yield curve in the horizontal direction. Such miscalibrations are similar in effect to potential shifts due to
biasing of conductor samples or charge accumulation in insulators (see below). Energy miscalibration introduces
equivalent offset errors in Emax and the crossover energies.
Errors can also be introduced into the yields from the imperfect parameterization of data for use in charging
codes. To incorporate electron yield curves into spacecraft charging codes such as NASCAP-2k7,9,10 and SPENVIS34
requires that measured SE yield curves be fit to parametric equations. Different SE yield models vary most in the
way the incident electron penetration and energy dissipation inside the material is modeled, and also in the way they
account for the propagation of secondary electrons. Selecting the most appropriate model determines the shape of
the yield curve and is critical to accurately represent the materials properties in the charging codes. These models are
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successful to varying degrees for conductors and insulators in
fitting the rising edge below δmax, the peak at δmax, and the
crossover energies (see Fig. 2(a)). They show their largest
differences in their asymptotic dependence at high energy,
which is of particular importance in determining the negative
charging resulting from this region of low SE yield.45
Increased surface roughness affects electron emission in
various ways. For very shallow relief, roughening can
increase emission by increasing the emitting area and by
causing more grazing incidence. By contrast, deeper
roughening can reduce SE emission and inhibit negative
charging by reabsorbing emitted electrons, when the
roughness is on the order of the SE mean free path (~100 nm)
or larger.17,36 Such roughening has been suggested as a
mitigation strategy to limit “snapover” discharge believed to
be at least partially caused by SE emission of insulating
surfaces.46 As an extreme example, a material comprised of
very deep features with very thin walls acts essentially as a
Faraday cup, effectively trapping all SE and BSE electrons
Figure 5. Equilibrium charging potential for
so that σEl→0 and only positive charging can occur.
a flat, two-dimensional satellite panel of Au as
Sample potential also affects electron emission in
the fraction of absorbed photon energy
complex ways. The example of charge accumulation
decreases from 100% to 0%. Curves are for
provides an interesting counterexample to the conjecture that
the
three
geosynchronous
environments
the environmental and materials aspects of the problem in
identified in Fig. 4. All materials parameters are
Eq. (3) have been separated into the fluxes and yield
set to values for Au as listed in Table I (see Ref.
functions, respectively. Accumulated charge directly affects
8), except δmax. The left (red) curve is for the AT6
the incident flux, the fraction of the emitted charge that is
environment, with δmax=0.89. The center (black)
reabsorbed, the electron yield via changes in PE penetration
curve is for the “worst case” day with the
and SE production, transport and emission, and even the
accepted value of δmax=1.55. The right curve is
charge redistribution rate through the dark current42 and
for the AT6 environment, with δmax=1.19. Note,
radiation-induced conductivities.47 Biasing of conducting
as plotted, a 0 eV potential sample is plotted at
samples effectively acts to shift the emission spectra in the
10 V on the vertical axis, with more negative
horizontal direction, as electrons emitted from a negatively
sample potential at higher axis values.
biased surface are given a boost in kinetic energies and
electrons emitted from a positively biased surface are
retarded (see Fig. 2(b)).19 In addition, traversing from a lower [higher] potential region to a higher [lower] potential
region acts to deflect electron trajectories toward [away from] the surface normal, in a manner reminiscent of optical
refraction.36 Thus, sample bias can modify the currents returning to the emitting or adjacent surfaces.19 Because
charge resides at the surface of a conductor, there are no internal electric fields and it is only the electrons that cross
the surface barrier and are emitted that are affected. There are no changes in the production and transport within the
conductor. By contrast, charge within an insulator sets up internal electric fields which can modify the PE and SE
transport and the PE energy loss or SE production mechanisms.
Electron emission can also be changed by effects that modify the electronic band structure of the material, and
hence the production of SE and the transport of PE and SE within the material. Grais57 discussed the effect of
bandgap on yields of large bandgap semiconductors and Corbridge58 has studied the effects for low energy
bandgaps. One type of these changes result from modification of the occupation of electron states; typically valence
or trapped states are excited into conducting states. For example, increased temperature increases the population of
electron-hole pairs and can populate or depopulate localized states. Concurrent fluxes of higher energy photon or
particle radiation can cause similar changes in the distribution of occupied electron energy states within the material.
This directly affects conductivity and redistribution of spacecraft charging. It also affects the probability of PE or SE
energy loss mechanisms that determine electron mean free path. In the extreme, large band gap semiconductors have
large yields since low energy SE produced deep with the material can escape as the lack of low energy loss
mechanisms make the insulator effectively transparent to low energy electrons with energies up to the bandgap
energy.
Another type of bandgap modification results from the change of the actual bandstructure of the material.
Changes in the atomic scale structure of a material, due for example to thermal annealing or phase transitions, can
10
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directly modify the bandstructure. Doping, contamination or surface modification can produce localized states
within the bandgap. Larger fluences of high energy radiation can produce additional trap sites within the material
and cause other radiation damage effects.
Modification of σIon or σPh can alter the relative amount of positive charging due to ions or photons, respectively,
and induce threshold charging in certain favorable cases, in a manner similar to changes in the electron plasma
density. As noted in Section II.A, an increase in either 1 + σ Ion , σ Ph in Eq. (4) [which can be due equivalently to
e

e

increases in either σ Ion or σ Ph or in NIon/Ne or NPh/Ne] reduces the yield weighted-flux curves, such as those in
Figs. 4(a), (c) and (e), thereby shifting the crossover energies to wider spaced values (analogous to reducing the
horizontal line that determines the effective crossover energies in ‹δ+η› curves, such as those in Fig. 1), and
effectively increasing TCr. Changes in σIon can trigger such threshold charging, although these are usually much less
pronounced, since the ion yield is typically much less than σe or σPh. Changes in σIon, like changes in δ, are highly
surface sensitive and can result from oxidation or even monolayer contamination, surface roughness, angle of
incidence or charge accumulation.
More interesting are changes in σPh. Based on arguments outlined by Lai25

σ Ph

e

=

n
1 ⎡•
⎤ ⎡σ Ph ( EPh ) ⎤
N
(
E
)
cos(
ϕ
)
Ph
Ph
⎢
⎥⎦ cos(ϕ ) ⎥ {[1 − Rn ( EPh ) − Tn ( EPh )]cos(ϕ )}dEPh
NeTot ∫ ⎢⎣
⎣
⎦

(7)

The first term in the integral is related to the decrease in cross sectional area with angle of incidence φ, discussed
above. The second term is the enhancement of the photoyield for normal incidence, σPhn(EPh), due to photon
penetration depth. The last term in curly brackets is the optical absorptivity, An, that corrects σ Ph for the fact that
e

only absorbed photons deposit energy in the material and can thereby produce photoelectrons. To a reasonable
approximation, the absorptivity is equal to one minus the sum of the reflectivity plus transmission at normal
incidence all scaled by the cos(φ).25,35 The inherent absorptivity and transmissivity at normal incidence are complex
properties of the microscopic bandstructure and macroscopic dielectric properties of the material and depends
heavily on the incident photon energy. These can be changed by structural changes in the material, or through UV or
radiation damage. Reflectivity at normal incidence depends more critically on surface modifications (on the order of
incident optical wavelengths), through changes in surface roughness (see above), contamination, surface degradation
(e.g., from atomic oxygen), or temperature.

III. Quantifying Threshold Charging
An important question then is how to quantitatively gauge the relative effects of the various changes identified in
Sec. II on threshold charging. Equation (3) provides an analytic expression to determine the equilibrium potential, if
the space environment, spacecraft/environment interface, and materials properties are all fully characterized. The
most straightforward approach is to determine the equilibrium potential of panels of representative spacecraft
materials under a range of environmental conditions as a function of change in these parameterized causes, so as to
determine the fractional change in the parameters necessary to induce threshold charging.11 Examples of this
approach include:
(i) plots of spacecraft potential versus of optical absorptivity (Fig. 5), SE yield amplitude (Fig. 6), and
contamination (Fig. 7 of Ref. 11), and similar plots of space environment characteristics (Te, ne, TIon, nIon in
Ref. 24 and Te in Ref 25) and resistivity (Ref. 43);
(ii) mapping out the simultaneous combinations of two parameters in Eq. (3) that lead to threshold charging
and zero equilibrium potential. Examples of this approach include contamination versus space environment
characteristics and SE and BSE yield parameters (Eq. 9 of Ref. 11) and reflectivity versus electron
temperature (Ref 25);
(iii) a less direct approach to consider how one materials property varies with change in another
parameterized material property already know to lead to threshold charging and to then infer how threshold
charging depends on the initial property. This is done for crossover energies vs δmax(Fig. 7) and bandgap vs
δmax(Fig. 8).
We have modeled the absolute charging behavior of a hypothetical flat, two-dimensional satellite panel of a
single material as it undergoes modification and the concomitant changes in spacecraft charging. Calculations are
presented here for the conductor Au (polycrystalline, 4N purity, 25 µm thick, ~8 nm rms surface roughness, ESPI)
and the polymeric polyimide Kapton™ H (13 μm thick on 100 nm thick vapor deposited Al, Sheldahl, type
11
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146446/G405110), based on various fits to measured yield
curve data. Charging modeling was done using the
NASCAP Interactive Spacecraft Charging Handbook.10
Standard NASCAP values, as listed in the SEE Charge
Collector Database,8 were used for all materials parameters
except those six related to SE and BSE emission. The
specific values used for various simulations are listed in
Table I. Three representative geosynchronous orbit
environments incorporated into NASCAP were considered
as described in detail in Fig. 4. Full sunlight and full shade
(eclipse) were also considered, in effect turning on and off
the photo-induced electron emission.
The causes investigated include:
A. Changes in the electron environment.
Quantitative studies of the effects of environmental
parameters of threshold charging in Refs. 11, 25 and 26
have consistently confirmed the observations made by
Olsen.30 and others. Figure 9 of Chang11 quantitatively
demonstrates the relative sensitivity to threshold charging
for plasma temperature and plasma density. Negative
charging becomes less extreme as the effective temperature
of the electron distribution is reduced. As the electron flux
(relative to ion or photon flux) is reduced, the negative
charging becomes less severe. Below a nominal level, no
amount of electron flux is sufficient to cause negative
charging.

Figure 6. Equilibrium charging potential for a
flat, two-dimensional satellite panel of Au as a
function of δmax. Curves are, from left to right,
for the “standard day” (squares), “worst case “
(circles), and ATS-6 (triangles) geosynchronous
environments described in Fig. (4). All materials
parameters are set to values for Au listed in Table
I [see Ref. 8], except for δmax. Note, as plotted, a 0
eV potential sample is plotted at 10 V on the
vertical axis, with more negative sample potential
at higher axis values.

B. Surface contamination.
Studies by Davies48,49 and Chang11 showed that modest
surface contamination can lead to significant changes in the SE and BSE emission of spacecraft surfaces. They
found that surface oxidation and accumulation of monolayers of disordered carbon contamination decreased the
yield curve amplitudes of Au and Al surfaces by about a factor of 2, and that these changes lead to threshold
charging in eclipse. They argued that the formation of monolayers of disordered graphitic carbon was similar to
accumulation of organic films on spacecraft surfaces, with subsequent cracking of the organics by UV or particle
radiation. Figures 7 and 9 of Chang11 illustrate the critical contamination level necessary to trigger threshold
charging; in the specific case studied the critical value was only about two monolayers of carbon. The reverse
situation has also occurred on a probe of the Plasma Diagnositics Package, which flew on shuttle flight STS-3;
atomic oxygen stripped a colloidal graphite (AquadagTM) coating from an ~8 cm diameter spherical Au surface.55
Dennison studied differential charging due to organic film deposition on satellite surfaces and the effects of
resistivity.43
C. Selection of electron yield model.
Under suitable circumstances, threshold charging depends on the yield model used. This is illustrated for the Au
SE yield curve in Fig. 1(b), with fitting parameters listed in Table I. The models considered include a Bethe theory
model by Sternglass50,51 and three empirical single power-law models [Young52, with n=1.35; Feldman,53 and a
variable n model54]. We also included the standard empirical double power-law model SE fit used in NASCAP,7
with five fitting parameters δmax, Emax n1, n2, and b1/b2. Figure 1(a) shows that these models predict significant
differences in the yield at energies above δmax, and in particular at energies above E2 that contribute to negative
charging. Table I lists the equilibrium potentials of a Au panel, calculated in the “extreme” environment in eclipse
(see Fig. 4). There are modest differences evident in the small positive potentials for the fitting parameters of the
power law fits and a very large change to a large negative potential for the Feldman fit.
Chang11 quantitatively investigated the relative effects of variations in the standard NASCAP fitting parameters
δmax, Emax and n for a single, variable-exponent power law model of the SE yield curve and Zeff for a single parameter
model of the BSE yield curve. The study found that:
(i) as either δmax or Emax decreased, the negative charging became more extreme;
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(ii) increases in the power law exponent reduced
the yield at higher energies, thereby enhancing
negative charging; and
(iii) reduction in Zeff (or equivalently total BSE
yield) resulted in enhanced negative charging.
Figure 9 of Chang11 quantitatively demonstrated the
relative sensitivity to threshold charging of these
parameters.
D. Absolute yield.
The effects of change in maximum SE yield, δmax, on
equilibrium potential are shown in Fig. 6 for the
representative three test environments. As expected,
reduction of δmax, with all other parameters fixed, led to
threshold charging. For a Au panel in eclipse, δmax at
threshold is approximately 87%, 67% and 34% of the
measured maximum yield of 1.49, for the environments
respectively. This is consistent with similar studies under
different conditions described in Refs. 11, 43, and 48.
E. Crossover Energies.
Since we have shown that changes in δmax affect
threshold charging, it follows that change in the crossover
energies will also affect threshold charging. Figure 7
shows the relative variations of E1 and E2 as δmax is
modified for Au.

Figure 7. Crossover energies E1 (top) and E2
(bottom) as a function of the fractional change in
δmax for Au and polyimide KaptonTM H.

F. Insulator Charging.
There is ample evidence that charge accumulation in
insulators affects yields (See for example, Figure 3(a) and
the discussion in Sec. II.C.). Indeed, evidence from low fluence, pulsed measurements of insulator yields suggests
that very small incident fluences, as small as ~3 fC/ mm2 or ~2·104 electrons/mm2, can have large effects on the
yields.18,20,21 We found at higher fluences that the yield curves of insulators flattened as the sample was charged
more by the charge in the incident pulse, with the yield at the crossover energies pinned to unity where not charging
occured. This is illustrated by two yield curves shown in Fig. 3(a), taken at fluences per pulse of ~0.4 pC/pulse (~80
pC/mm2) and~3 pC/pulse (~600 pC/mm2), respectively. To quantify this effect, we have measured a series of yield
decay curves for Kapton, as shown in Fig. 3(c). These curves measure the total yield at fixed incident energy
between the crossover energies (100 eV, 250 eV, 300 eV, 400 eV and 500 eV) with repeated pulses of very low
fluence. For very highly insulating materials such as Kapton,56 very little incident charge is dissipated during the
duration of the measurements. As charge accumulates, total yield tends to unity. The evolution of these yield curves
was then used to determine the yields from these decay curve energies at a series of charge fluence densities
(~4pfC/mm2, ~1 pC/ mm2, ~0.4 pC/ mm2, and ~3 fC/ mm2); Fig. 3(d) shows the estimated total yield curves based
on these values at fluence densities. Finally, the estimated total yield curves at various fluence densities (minus a
fixed BSE yield component) were fit with five parameter NASCAP SE yield functions (see Table I) and equilibrium
potentials for panels of Kapton in the “extreme” environment in eclipse were calculated. A critical value of charging
for threshold charging was observed; at a fluence density of ~3 fC/ mm2and below the simulation predicted small
positive charging, while at ~400 fC/ mm2amd above many kilovolts negative charging was predicted.
G. Bandstructure.
A study by Corbridge looked at the effects of modification of the bandstructure of graphitic carbon on the
electron yield.58 Graphitic carbon has one of the lowest know total electron yields and is often used as a surface
coating when low yield surfaces are required in applications such as electron microscopy of plasma confinement.
Crystalline graphite is a zero bandgap semimetal; the bandgap increases as disorder is introduced into the atomic
structure.59 (At an extreme limit, diamond—with a bandgap of 5.4 eV—is known to have extremely high electron
yields.) Starting with an amorphous form of graphitic carbon, g-C, thermal annealing can gradually increase the
atomic order towards that of crystalline (HOPG) graphite. This annealing process is found to decrease the g-C
13
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Maximum SE Yield

bandgap from ~0.6 eV to ~0.1 eV through successively
.
higher annealing temperatures, while maintaining many
other materials properties that are known to affect
electron emission such as average atomic number,
1.6
surface roughness, and density. Figure 8 shows the
measured δmax as a function of carbon bandgap energy;
complete fitting parameters for the six carbon samples
1.4
are listed in Table I. Maximum SE yield clearly
increases with increasing bandgap energy; surprisingly
this increase is seen to be nearly linear, at least for this
1.2
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
experiment on graphitic carbon. Table I lists the
Band Gap (eV)
equilibrium potentials of a panel of each of the graphitic
carbon materials, calculated in the “extreme”
Figure 8. Maximum secondary electron yield,
environment in eclipse (see Fig. 4). A critical value of
δmax, as a function of bandgap energy for
bandap energy (or annealing temperature) for threshold
thermally
annealed graphitic amorphous carbon.
charging is observed; below a bandgap energy of ~0.25
eV (above an annealing temperature of ~500 °C)
negative charging is predicted, while above ~0.25 eV (below ~500 °C) positive charging is predicted.
H. Absorptivity.
Under suitable circumstances, an increase in optical absorptivity can lead to threshold charging at finite values.
Figure 5 shows the calculated equilibrium potential of a flat panel of Au for three specific conditions. In full sunlight
these panels exhibit positive charging. However, as the absorbtivity is reduce below from 2% to 0.2% (depending on
specific conditions), the panel undergoes threshold charging. These results confirm the predictions of Lai, who
calculated the critical temperature as a function of the reflectivity for several materials.25

IV. Conclusion
In this paper we have explored how modest changes in spacecraft charging conditions can lead to threshold
charging. These changes were discussed in terms of a general framework for threshold charging, based on simple
consideration of charge conservation at spacecraft equilibrium in simple scenarios. Changes in the space plasma
environment that lead to threshold charging were reviewed. Threshold charging resulting from changes in the
juxtaposition of the spacecraft to the environment, including spacecraft orbit, orientation, and geometry were
explored. We focused on the effects of possible changes in electron emission properties of representative spacecraft
materials. These included changes of contaminated and layered materials; biasing and charge accumulation;
bandstructure occupation and density of states caused by heat, optical or particle radiation; optical reflectivity and
absorptivity; and inaccuracies and errors in measurements and parameterization of materials properties. We
quantitatively gauged the relative extent to which these various changes in electron emission alter a spacecraft’s
charging behavior and lead to threshold charging for a number of specific cases.
The implication of these results for real spacecraft is obvious and of critical importance. In many cases, it may
not be sufficient to model spacecraft charging of only pristine surfaces during the design phase of spacecraft
development. Modest modifications of a variety of conditions can lead to significant changes in the electron
emission of spacecraft surfaces. In geosynchronous environments, eclipsed surfaces can see dramatic changes in
absolute charging and develop kilovolt negative biases. Of particular concern is the possibility of large differential
charging between modified and unmodified surfaces that develop as the electron emission of surfaces evolve. To
investigate the effects of modifications of materials properties on charging, it is essential to be able to accurately
model the materials properties in charging codes such as NASCAP and SPENVIS. Of particular importance is the
need to have better parametric models of the electron emission properties and to include the ability to model an
incident photon spectrum other than the A0 solar spectrum and the full photoyield energy spectrum of materials.
Increased capabilities to perform charging calculations in a batch mode over a range of parameters and to deal with
layered materials of conductors and insulators would also be of great use in such studies of changing materials
properties.
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